
As the independent art scene in Manila wanes into the backgound after such seminal independent spaces Surrounded 
by Water, Big Sky Mind and Future Prospects closed shop a few years back, commercial galleries have moved to 
bigger and better spaces along Makati City’s Pasong Tamo Avenue, an old industrial district fast becoming the 
country’s premier art destination. Though it may seem that the commercial gallery system has taken over the 
initiative of vigorously promoting Philippine contemporary art, it’s quite difficult to detach this development from 
its commercial intent and thus presents a context of art-making that has become not quite unexpectedly problematic. 
This scenario only heightens the fact that today the role of the market, its support institutions and collector base has 
been acknowledged as crucial to artists’ careers and the progress of their practice. 
 
Green Papaya Art Projects, one of the last remaining and arguably the longest running independent platform in 
Manila appears to be an oxymoron against the prevailing local art environment. Immemorial, mounted at the Jorge 
B. Vargas Museum in the University of the Philippines campus in 2010, appeared to be in the denial of the spectacle 
delivered by hyper-branded art fairs and gallery-branded exhibitions happening in the metropolis. But denial was 
precisely the core of the exhibition. A dissonance of sort claiming its ground in the highly contested and complex 
political conundrum. Immemorial as an underlying theme only heigtened the fact that there seems to be a vague 
appreciation of the relationship between collective memory and personal memory. 
 
The Manila edition of Immemorial, and so is the Darwin edition where new works by Filipino contemporary artists 
are showcased, is a product of a long-standing collaboration between 24hr Art/The Northern Territory Centre for 
Contemporary Art and Green Papaya Art Projects.This collaboration comes at the heels of an independent initiative 
banking headstrong on a premise that Filipino artists are not lost in a maze of hierarchy dictated by the market. The 
works of Gary-Ross Pastrana, Lyra Garcellano and Jed Escueta will maintain that artist-driven forces, other than 
those driven by other external conditions, still make up the core of independent art-making in the country. 
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